Knowbella Tech and doDOC™
Partner to Integrate doDOC™
Content Management System
Platform into Knowbella
Platform™.
Innovative manuscript development tool to be integrated into scientific
collaboration platform.
Cincinnati, OH and Boston, MA – June 26, 2018 - Knowbella Tech LLC, a
scientific collaboration platform company, and doDOC, a document creation
and management tool company, have partnered. Knowbella Platform™ will
freely provide its scientific users with the doDOC scientific manuscript
development tool.
According to Mark Pohlkamp, CEO of Knowbella Tech, “The Knowbella Tech
scientific collaboration platform is being designed to provide researchers an
end-to-end scientific ecosystem experience. After providing scientists with
free non-therapeutic intellectual properties to collaborate around, it is
important to enable those researchers to develop manuscripts they can
submit to our preprint server so open access journals can review them for
publication”.
According to Federico Cismondi, CEO of doDOC, “doDOC is helping
researchers collaborate with scientific manuscripts in a way they have never
experienced before. doDOC enable teams to work together on the same
documents at the same time, drastically accelerating the authoring and
review processes. With doDOC, scientists can write documents with the
highest complexity of contents, seamlessly using citations from several

popular repositories like Mendeley, PubMed, Scopus and EndNote. Our
partnership with Knowbella Tech is aligned with our vision to define the next
generation of scientific collaboration platforms, with complete focus on
science development, high-quality content and value.”
The Knowbella Platform™ alpha version is scheduled for release within sixty
days. More information will be provided at that time.
About Knowbella Tech LLC
Its mission is crowdsourcing the global scientific community around orphan
and dormant intellectual properties to advance science and generate a public
good. The freely available Knowbella Platform that will result from a
successful SEC-compliant Securities Token Offering (STO) will enable
scientists to collaborate around advancing technologies. Scientists will be
rewarded for their conduct of science within the Platform with Helix™, “The
Currency of Science™.”
About doDOC Corp.
doDOC’s mission is to change the way that complex documents are produced,
from draft to publishing. Scientific documents are among the most complex
ones due to their contents and strict layout design. With doDOC, scientists
not only save time, but they also produce higher quality of publications due to
an open channel for collaboration with their colleagues, full traceability and
control of their actions, and a virtually infinite library of citations and layouts
following journals specifications. doDOC is a powerful and flexible cloudbased software, scaled to meet the needs of any business, from startups to
global companies.
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